Abstract-Simultaneous localization and tracking (SLAT) in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) involves tracking the mobile target while calibrating the nearby sensor node locations. In practice, localization error propagation (EP) phenomenon will arise, due to the existence of the latest tracking error, target mobility, measurement error, and reference node location errors. In this case, the SLAT performance limits are crucial for the SLAT algorithm design and WSN deployment, and the study of localization EP principle is desirable. In this paper, we focus on the EP issues for the received signal strength-based SLAT scheme, where the measurement accuracy is assumed to be spatialtemporal-domain doubly random due to the target mobility, environment dynamics, and different surroundings at different reference nodes. First, the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is derived to unveil both the target tracking EP and the node location calibration EP. In both cases, the EP principles turn out to be in a consistent form of the Ohm's Law in circuit theory. Second, the asymptotic CRLB analysis is then presented to reveal that both EP principles scale with the inverse of sensor node density. Meanwhile, it is shown that, the tracking and calibration accuracy only depends on the expectation of the measurement precision. Third, the convergence conditions, the convergence properties, and the balance state of the target tracking EP and the location calibration EP are examined to shed light on the EP characteristics of the SLAT scheme Finally, numerical simulations are presented to corroborate the EP analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
IMULTANEOUS localization and tracking (SLAT) of a mobile target has attracted tremendous interests with the rapid advances in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] , [2] , e.g., the location-based services [3] , warehousing management, location-aware security [4] , [5] , location-based network routing [6] , [7] , and shopping mall navigation [8] .
The SLAT problem is to track the mobile target location (referred to as "tracking" hereafter) while calibrating the locations of network nodes around (referred to as "calibration" hereafter). In principle, the mobile target tracking can be considered as the localization cooperation in the temporaldomain [9] , while the sensor node location (and the cooperative network localization [10] as well) can be regarded as the localization cooperation in the spatial-domain [11] .
It is highly desirable to study the performance limits of the SLAT scheme and its error propagation (EP) behaviours for both algorithm design and wireless sensor network deployment. The EP phenomenon arises from the uncertainties (e.g., the previous mobile tracking error, target mobility, measurement error and reference node location errors) propagating within the target tracking and the sensor node location calibration in the SLAT process. In this paper, the EP issue is studied for the SLAT scheme in wireless sensor networks based on the received signal strength (RSS) measurements, due to its compatibility to the communication infrastructure [12] . In fact, the RSS measurement is a promising choice in closed indoor environments (e.g., shopping mall or underground parking) where the global positioning system (GPS) signal is unavailable [13] . However, there are still several theoretical challenges, for instances, (ı) the error propagation principle of mobile tracking & node location calibration and (ıı) the asymptotic performance limits over dependent factors, such as reference node density, reference node location error and measurement accuracy. In this paper, we focus on the following specific challenges.
Firstly, the error propagation principle of the RSS-based SLAT scheme in a WSN is not yet completely known in theory to date, which should be studied to gain insights into the inherent mechanism of temporal-spatial-domain localization cooperation in the SLAT scheme, and to examine the dominate factors affecting localization performance. In addition, the conditions that guarantee the tracking & calibration error propagation convergence are also important for the practical SLAT scheme development [14] and network design.
Secondly, the measurement accuracies at different sensor nodes might be different from each other ("spatial-domain randomness") due to their different levels of shadowing, device orientations, strength of thermal noises and surrounding environments [15] . On the other hand, the measurement accuracies possibly change over time ("temporal-domain randomness") due to target mobility, 1 wherein the reference node set will change at the same time. In addition, in a dynamic environment (e.g., a shopping mall crowded with moving people), the measurement accuracy is time varying in nature. The impact of the spatial-temporal-domain doubly random measurement accuracy on mobile tracking performance and error propagation behaviour need be analyzed to gain insights into its inherent philosophy.
Thirdly, the sensor node locations are inaccurate in practical applications [16] due to the inevitable errors in their initial location acquisitions. The sensor node location error is one of the main sources to account for localization error propagation. In such a case, the reference node location uncertainties should be considered in the SLAT scheme to examine its impact on the tracking & calibration accuracy and its performance limit. The analytical results can provide guidelines for the SLAT algorithm design to reap the full potential gains, when the statistical knowledge of reference node location errors is available in mobile tracking & calibration [14] Finally, the reference node number is another crucial factor that affects the achievable SLAT performance [17] . Particularly in an energy-constrained wireless network [18] - [20] , the tradeoff between tracking & calibration accuracy and energy consumption should be considered. Hence, it is highly desirable to quantitatively study the scaling rule of tracking accuracy and energy consumption versus the reference node number, thus providing guidelines for the SLAT algorithm design to strike a balance between SLAT performance and implementation cost. In fact, the node selection strategy in localization and tracking scheme was addressed in [21] to highlight the impact of reference node set size and the resultant energy efficiency.
Considering the aforementioned challenges, in this paper we strive to answer the following two fundamental questions:
• How do the spatial-temporal randomness of measurement accuracy, sensor node density and the sensor node location errors affect the SLAT performance? • How do the tracking error and the calibration error of the SLAT scheme propagate over time? Considering the measurement accuracies at reference nodes are random and nondeterministic in the spatial-temporal domain, in this paper, we introduce an independent and identical Wishart density, which is the conjugate priori of the precision of a Gaussian variable [22] , [23] , to characterize the statistical dynamics and randomness of measurement accuracies at reference nodes. In addition, the Gaussian density is employed to characterize the initial location errors of sensor nodes [24] , [25] . The associated Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is utilized to disclose both the mobile target tracking EP and the sensor node location calibration EP. Interestingly, it is shown that, both EP principles resemble the Ohm's Law in circuit theory, where the reference node location error, measurement error, the latest tracking error and target mobility behave like the resistances connected in parallel or in series, all of which contribute the tracking and calibration performance. In addition, it is disclosed that, the essence of localization cooperation in the temporal-domain (e.g., mobility tracking) and the spatial-domain (i.e., node location calibration) lies in the related localization information propagation. Moreover, the error propagation properties and the convergence conditions are also studied to show under what conditions the error propagation converges. It is revealed that, the mobile tracking precision increases over time when the measurement information could compensate for the information loss in the location prediction. Moreover, the information loss increases with the increasing of the latest tracking precision. Consequently, the tracking precision will converge to a balance state till the information loss and the measurement information are well-matched in strength. Furthermore, the asymptotic CRLB analysis is presented to quantify the impact of the nondeterministic measurement accuracies, sensor node density and reference node location errors on the SLAT accuracy. It is shown that, both tracking and calibration accuracies scale linearly with the sensor density (or the number of reference nodes within a fixed sensing range).
The main contributions of this paper are three-fold.
• The EP principles of mobile target tracking and sensor location calibration in the SLAT issue are revealed, which turn out to resemble the Ohm's Law in circuit theory. The obtained EP principles can be readily extended to linear Gaussian and nonlinear non-Gaussian filtering problems.
• The convergence conditions and the properties of tracking and calibration EP behaviors are studied to shed lights on the localization information exchange for the mobile target prediction, tracking and the reference node location calibration.
• The asymptotic performance limits are derived to reveal the impact of those dependent factors like reference node density, reference node location errors, target transition model and measurement accuracy on the SLAT performance, which is important for practical algorithm development and network design. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related prior work. Section III presents the system model. Section IV summarizes the corresponding statistical model. Error propagation for both target tracking and sensor node location calibration is studied in Section V. Section VI provides a useful and interesting physical interpretation of the associated EP philosophy. In Section VII, the EP convergence conditions and properties are analysed. In Section VIII, the asymptotic CRLB analysis is conducted. Simulations results are presented in Section IX to corroborate the EP laws and the asymptotic analysis. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section X. The mathematical symbol notations used in this paper are summarized in Table I .
II. RELATED WORK
Given an unbiased estimator, the CRLB is usually used as a lower bound on the variance of estimation error [26] , which can indicate the performance limit of an estimator.
In addition to CRLB, 2 there are also other metrics that can serve as the estimation error lower bound, e.g., Barankin bound [31] , [32] , [33] , Bobrovsky bound [34] , 2 Even in the framework of CRLB, there are numerous versions dependent on the specific situations, such as non-Bayesian CRLB when only measurement information is accessible [26] , [27] , Bayesian CRLB when the priori information of random variable is available [28] , and hybrid CRLB when there are multiple random variables [29] , [30] . Ziv-Zakai bound [35] , [36] , and Weiss-Weinstein bound [37] . Compared with CRLB, these bounds are more compact when the asymptotic condition (i.e., the measurement sample size is sufficiently large) does not hold. The use of these bounds is dependent on whether the unknown parameters are random (or nonrandom) [32] , [36] , [37] . In this paper, we focus on the CRLB to study the SLAT performance and the EP mechanism, due to its wide applicability and succinct expression.
There are a number of previous research efforts devoted to identifying wireless localization/tracking performance limits in different environments with different measurement modalities, by means of the CRLB analysis. Generally, in different localization scenarios with different measurement options, such as RSS, time-of-arrival, angle-of-arrival and time-difference-ofarrival, there are different error sources. It is shown in [38] that the error sources of time-based localization (such as timeof-arrival and time-difference-of-arrival) include multipath, excess delay and blockage. The associated performance limit was also analyzed in [38] to demonstrate the effect of multipath, interference and bandwidth. Among these error sources, the multipath or non-line-of-sight propagation is particularly detrimental for the time-based localization performance [39] . The fundamental limits of cooperative and noncooperative localization were studied in [40] and [41] to reveal the impact of multipath and non-line-of-sight transmission in broadband wireless networks. For the RSS-based localization and tracking, the associated CRLB analysis was presented in [42] to benchmark the tracking error in WSNs. The CRLB analysis was also conducted in [43] to quantify the effects of reference errors on the localization performance. In contrast to the lower bound, an upper bound was derived in [44] for different types of measurement errors. In [45] , the concept of information coupling was proposed for cooperative network localization. The fundamental limits were studied in [46] to explicate the temporal-domain propagation of mobile tracking errors, where different types of wireless network measurements and performance requirements in various scenarios are considered. The navigation information evolution was studied in [9] to highlight the spatial and temporal-domain localization cooperation in navigation networks.
The theoretical performance analysis can provide guidelines for localization and tracking system design, such as reference node selection and network deployment. For instance, the CRLB can be used as a performance metric in the power allocation design of practical localization applications to achieve the optimal localization accuracy, as shown in [20] . In [47] , an optimal sensor node placement scheme was proposed to minimize localization error. Similarly, a CRLB-driven sensor node selection strategy and placement scheme were investigated in [48] to minimize the localization error for mobile target. In addition, it is proposed in [49] to select the best sensor node measurement for the optimal update of target location estimation. The optimal sensor node selection scheme was studied in [50] , where either the entropy or information of the posterior target location distribution was employed. There are also other reference sensor node selection schemes proposed in [53] , [54] , and [55] to achieve a reasonable tradeoff between the localization performance and energy efficiency.
Moreover, there are a multitude of earlier research efforts in designing practical localization and tracking schemes in various scenarios with different considerations. For example, in order to reduce the number of anchor nodes, a distributed sensor localization method was proposed in [56] . Subsequently, a modified version of this distributed localization method was proposed in [57] to improve the robustness by further suppressing the noisy distance measurements and by harnessing the dynamic communication links. A distributed variational filtering-based approach was proposed in [42] to derive the efficient RSS-based SLAT scheme in WSNs. Furthermore, in [38] , the time-of-arrival-based localization techniques were reviewed, and different strategies of the first signal path detection demonstrated. In order to mitigate the effect of RSS measurement variation and instability, a realtime path loss model training-based indoor localization was proposed in [58] . In such a case, the burdensome calibration and radio-map information are no longer required. A comprehensive survey was presented in [59] to introduce the existing measurement methods in narrowband, wideband and ultraband systems, as well as the algorithm design issue associated with the propagation model and pattern recognition-based methods for indoor localization.
Furthermore, the practical experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the achievable localization/tracking performance against various disturbance sources or dependent factors. In [60] , the network experiments were carried out to examine the performance of cooperative network localization with range and waveform measurements, which provides insight into the potential value of cooperative techniques and environmental information. A realistic indoor localization experiment was performed in [61] to examine the off-line RSS propagation model tuning and different localization strategies. In order to characterize the measurement diversity (i.e., the combination of multiple measurement methods) on the navigation system performance, an extensive experiment campaign was performed in [62] . In addition, the particle filteringbased navigation algorithm was employed in the experiment to quantify the benefits of diverse data fusion [62] .
Recently, a general Inertial navigation framework was proposed in [63] to exploit contextual information, which improves navigation performance. In applications, the sampling and reconstruction theory of a finite-energy signal with uncertainties in [64] can be utilized to devise practical mobile target tracking algorithms with reference node location errors. Moreover, a power management scheme for cooperative localization was studied in [65] , where a game-theoretical method was employed.
All these research efforts provide valuable references for the wireless localization and tracking design in terms of system optimization [20] , [47] , [48] , [50] - [52] , algorithms development [42] , [56] - [59] , performance limits [38] , [40] , [41] , [43] - [46] and environmental experiments [60] - [62] , with various measurement choices and practical constraints (e.g., indoor [66] , outdoor [67] , mobile tracking [42] , non-line-ofsight [39] - [41] and limited energy budget [18] - [20] ). However, there is no relevant work on the investigation of the EP philosophy for the SLAT scheme in WSNs, particularly in environments with the spatial-temporal-domain random measurement accuracy. In addition, the study of EP properties, their relationship with sensor density [17] , and the conditions under which the EP converges are needed for the practical SLAT scheme design, and this is exactly the motivation for the work presented in this paper.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model
The WSN under study is depicted in Fig. 1 , where all sensor nodes are assumed to be randomly and uniformly distributed inside a deployment area. Due to the inevitable errors in the initial location acquisitions of sensor nodes, we assume that all sensor node locations are inaccurate. Let s i denote the true (but unknown) location of the i th sensor node, i = 1 : M, where M denotes the total number of sensor nodes inside the tracking area. A mobile target moves inside this area, whose location at time instant t is denoted by a D-dimensional vector x t , which is unknown and to be tracked.
Assume the sensing range of each sensor node is r s metres. All the sensor nodes within the sensing range around the target form a temporary reference set to help track the target. Let's define the index set associated with these reference nodes as
where 
where independent sensor location precisions U i t is assumed. The sensor location uncertainty is defined as the inverse of its precision. The reference variable vector is defined as as
. Once completing the target tracking, the SLAT scheme starts to calibrate those reference senor nodes with the assistance of the localized target and other sensor nodes nearby. 3 For the location calibration of the objective node s i t , we assume that, there are N t ≥ 0 nearby sensor nodes available as reference nodes in addition to the mobile target. Let the index set of reference cluster formed by these sensor nodes be denoted as
Let's define a vector associated with reference sensor nodes of the objective node s i t as c i t = [s 1 t ; · · · ; s N t t ]. In addition, when N t = 0, the SLAT problem under study is simplified to the traditional case where only the localized target helps calibrate the objective node, i.e., there is no localization cooperation among sensor nodes [42] .
B. Measurement Model
In this paper, the RSS measurement in shadow fading environment is assumed for the SLAT issue, where each sensor node that has perceived the mobile target will reply the target with the associated RSS measurements. The RSS measurement (in dB) associated with reference sensor node s i t and the target x t is modeled as
where i t denotes the measurement error (for instance, due to the shadowing effect), and h(x t , s i t ) is the measurement function dependent on the distance between the target and the sensor node s i t , which is specified as [42] , [68] h(x t , s i t ) = P T − P 0 − 10γ log 10
where P T is the transmit power, P 0 denotes the power loss associated with the distance d 0 , and γ denotes the path loss exponent (in general γ ∈ [2, 4] [69]). The measurement function describes the associated path loss component. Furthermore, by defining a constant φ = P T − P 0 + 10γ log 10 d 0 that is independent to the distance s i t − x t 2 , the RSS measurement function h(x t , s i t ) can be equivalently expressed in a compact form as
In the same way, the RSS measurement between the objective sensor node s i t and its reference node s j t is given in
where the associated RSS measurement function h(
Although we focus on the RSS-based measurement in this paper, it should be noted that the following analysis can be readily generalized to any form of measurement function.
In addition, the measurement noises i t and i, j t in Eqs. (4) and (7) are assumed to be independently Gaussian distributed with zero-mean and precision scalar w i t and w
. 4 In practical applications, at each time instant, the measurement precision at differen reference node might be different from each other (i.e., spatial-domain randomness), due to different shadowing fading levels, different device orientations, different thermal noise levels and different surrounding obstructions [15] . The measurement precision is also timevarying (i.e., temporal-domain randomness), due to the target mobility, especially when the reference node set is changed during the target tracking. In addition, in a dynamic environment (such as shopping mall crowded with moving people), the measurement accuracies become time varying. Hence, their real-time true values are difficult to obtain.
In order to capture the temporal-domain random measurement precision of different sensor nodes at different time instant, we introduce a Wishart hyperpriori density (which is the conjugate priori of the precision of a Gaussian random variable [22] , [23] ) to model each measurement precision w i t and w i, j t , namely,
where the positive scalar denotes its prior scale parameter and ψ denotes the associated degree of freedom (DoF). In this paper, an independent and identical distribution for w i t and w 
C. Target Movement
In this paper we consider a general random walking model, where the current target position x t is assumed to move from its previous location according to the following model
where ς t denotes the location transition vector. Generally, we assume ς t to be a Gaussian variable with zero-mean and the precision matrix χ , i.e., ς t ∼ N (ς t |0, χ ) [42] , [70] . An extended Gaussian model is employed in [71] - [73] to characterize those underlying statistics information in the target mobility. To facilitate the EP analysis of SLAT, we only consider the naive but general mobility model in Eq. (11) .
D. Problem Statement
The SLAT scheme is first to track the mobile target location x t , based on the coarse locations and precisions {μ i t , U i t : ∀i ∈ t } of reference nodes as well as the current RSS observation {z i t : ∀i ∈ t }, and then to calibrate each inaccurate reference node s i t based on the measurement data {y i, j t : ∀j ∈ i t } from other reference nodes {μ j t , U j t : ∀ j ∈ i t } nearby and z i t associated with the mobile target x t .
In this paper, we investigate the error propagation principles of the above SLAT scheme. In particular, we aim at finding answers to the following fundamental questions:
• How do the spatial-temporal random measurement accuracy, sensor node density and the sensor node location errors affect the SLAT performance? • How do the tracking error and the calibration error of the SLAT scheme propagate over time?
IV. STATISTICAL MODEL Prior to studying the EP principles of the SLAT scheme, we introduce the statistical models associated with mobile tracking and node location calibration, which will be used in the subsequent EP analysis. We assume that, the current measurements {z i t |∀i ∈ t } conditioned on α t are mutually independent, so that the corresponding joint likelihood function is given by
A. Tracking Knowledge
Considering the complete state variable α t , the associated state transition distribution can be formed as (13) where the measurement precision's priori distribution is defined as p(w i t ) = W(w i t | , ψ) based on Eq. (9), and the location transition distribution of mobile target is cast as
according to the target movement model in Eq. (11) .
One can see from Eq. (13) that, only variable x t relates to its previous state x t −1 and thus only the state variable x t −1 can provide its history information for the prediction of the current complete state α t .
Given the posterior distribution p(x t −1 |z 1:t −1 ) with respect to the target location, based on the location transition distribution in Eq. (14), the location prediction distribution can thus be calculated as
Let J
BE denote the Bayesian estimation (BE)-based Fisher information matrix (FIM) for the latest target tracking. According to Bayesian statistics, the estimation errors asymptotically follow the Gaussian distribution as the observation sample size approaches infinity [26] . For the sake of generality, we assume the previous posteriori distribution can be asymptotically approximated by a Gaussian distribution with precision matrix J
where x t −1 is the latest posteriori estimation of target location. Hence, the prediction distribution is further expressed as
where the current prediction precision p t is derived according to the Gaussian distribution properties as
Combining Eqs. (14) and (17), the prediction distribution of complete state variable α t is derived as
Eq. (19) indicates that only target location variable carries the history information inside previous measurements z 1:t −1 , during the location transition. However, the variables s i t and w i t , ∀i ∈ t , only hold priori information in the state prediction stage.
Hence, the posteriori distribution of the complete state α t is formed as Eq. (20) as shown at the bottom of this page, where the symbol ∝ denotes the left is proportional to the right. The posterior distribution p(α t |z 1:t ) in Eq. (20) preserves all the necessary information of mobile target tracking. This analysis will assist us in understanding the physical interpretation of the EP analysis of the SLAT scheme in Section V.
B. Calibration Knowledge
On the other hand, for the location calibration of the i th reference node s i t (the objective node) of mobile target, we define another
. 6 Given the observation y t for the sensor location calibration, the joint likelihood function conditioned on the complete variable β t can be written as
6 For simplicity, we drop the superscript i in complete state variable β t associated with the objective node s i t whenever no ambiguity arises.
where we assume the measurements {y i, j t |∀ j ∈ i t } and z i t are mutually independent. Since all sensor nodes are assumed to be static in the WSN, there is neither transition nor prediction information but the priori information for each node location calibration.
Hence, the posterior distribution of β t for sensor location calibration is formed as Eq. (22) as shown at the bottom of this page, where p(x t |z t ) denotes the marginalized posteriori distribution of the target location x t that has been tracked, which is
and the posterior density p(α t |z 1:t ) is given by Eq. (20).
V. ERROR PROPAGATION PHILOSOPHY
In this section, we will investigate the EP issue of the SLAT problem. This issue comprises of two subproblems, namely, the mobile target tracking EP analysis and the sensor node location calibration EP analysis.
A. Tracking EP Analysis 1) Bayesian FIM:
We focus on the target tracking process at first. Recall the complete state variable α t and the statistical model in Section IV-A. The Bayesian estimation (BE)-based Fisher information matrix (FIM) of α t is given by [26] 
where ∇ α t ,α t (•) denotes the second order derivative with respect to α t , and E z t ,α t {•} denotes the expectation with respect to the joint distribution p(z t , α t ).
Let w 
and I
The involved FIM items can be derived as follows
Proof: See APPENDIX A, B and C, respectively. In Eq. (27) , η denotes the measurement precision factor, while A i t denotes the geometric-domain resolution factor of 
measurement system (see Remark 3), which are given by 
2) Tracking-Based EP: The overall Bayesian information of the SLAT problem can be characterized by its BE-based full FIM J α t BE in Eq. (25) , and the equivalent FIM J x t BE associated with x t retains all necessary information for the target tracking, in terms of [41] . Based on the matrix partition in Eq. (36), the equivalent FIM J x t BE can be obtained, using Schur's complement [74] , as
Combining with Eqs. (27)- (33) and based on the inversive matrix lemma [75] , J x t BE can be further derived as
The information loss due to reference node location errors
Proof: See APPENDIX D. In Eq. (39), the error propagation principle associated with mobile target tracking is revealed. In addition, one can see the phenomenon of target tracking error propagation (from J
, based on Eq. (39). The physical interpretation of this tracking-based EP principle will be presented in Section VI, and its propagation properties (i.e., the convergence conditions, balance state and robustness) and the asymptotic analysis will be elaborated in Section VII and VIII, respectively.
Remark 1: The location prediction information I sensor node s i t actually contributes to the target tracking, which is given by
Then, the overall equivalent measurement information H t can also be formulated as
which indicates the overall localization information gained from the measurements of all location-inaccurate reference sensor nodes {s i t |∀i ∈ t }. Remark 2: As shown in Eq. (38) , the mobile tracking information J x t BE comes from the prediction information I x t P and the overall equivalent measurement information H t . The equivalent measurement information H i t benefiting from each reference sensor node s i t is determined by the crude measurement information ηA i t and the reference node location's prior precision U i t . Besides, the prediction information is formed by the latest posterior precision J x t−1 BE and transition precision χ . Remark 3: It is interesting to note that both the measurement resolution factor A i t and the measurement precision factor η contribute to the coarse measurement information ηA i t [10] , [76] . The measurement resolution factor A i t indicates the discrimination capability associated with the measurement system that the tracking system precisely recognizes the location difference, given a certain measurement variation. While, the inverse of measurement precision factor η implies the extent that the measurement noises blur the location estimation. An illustration of the resolution factor and the precision factor of the measurement system is given in Fig. 2 . In order to improve the tracking performance, efficient sensor network deployment [47] , [48] , [52] , tracking algorithm design and promising measurement choice can be conducted based on Eq. (39) . In an energy-constrained wireless sensor network [18] , [19] , based on the relationship between H i t and the state of s i t , either a reasonable reference sensor node selection strategy [21] , [50] , is needed to strike the balance between energy consumption and computational overhead.
Based on the equivalent FIM expressed in Eq. (39), the CRLB associated with target tracking is given by
where H i t is defined in Eq. (40) . This implies that the tracking error x t − x t 2 is bounded by x t − x t 2 ≥ tr(B 
Moreover, ∀β 
7 Please refer to the structure of R xt BE in Eqs. (25) and (36).
where the geometric-domain resolution factor A i, j t of measurement associated with sensor nodes s i t and s j t is given by
Proof: The derivation of Eqs. (49)- (61) is similar to those of Eqs. (27)- (35) 
MLE
, ∀ j, k ∈ i t , are not included here, since they will multiply with the all-zero FIM items in Eq. (60) .
2) Calibration-Based EP: Given FIMs in Eqs. (49)- (60), and by using Schur's complement [74] and the inversive matrix lemma [75] , the equivalent BE-based FIM J , where s i t denotes the location estimation of node s i t .
VI. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE EP PHILOSOPHY
A. Interpretation of EP
We use the concept of the fundamental electronics in circuit theory to present an intuitive physical interpretation of both target tracking EP and node location calibration EP principles.
Let us consider an electronic circuit with resistances connected in parallel and in series, as shown in Fig. 3 . Based on the Ohm's Law, the equivalent resistance of this circuit is given by
By comparing the tracking EP in Eq. (39) and the calibration EP in Eq. (63) with Eq. (65), it is evident that both EP characteristics comply with the Ohm's Law.
Remark 6. The previous tracking precision J
BE and the target transition precision χ can be equivalently deemed as resistances connected in parallel, forming the current prediction information J x t P ; The coarse measurement information ηA i t and the location precision U i t of reference node s i t can also be deemed as the resistances connected in parallel, forming the equivalent measurement information H i t . These equivalent measurement information {H i t : ∀i ∈ t } from all current reference nodes and the current prediction information J x t P propagate like the resistances connected in series (resistance summation), forming the overall tracking accuracy J x t BE at current time instant.
In fact, according to the Bayesian statistics of SLAT, the measurement information and the prediction information are two independent information sources, both contributing to the mobile target tracking performance. However, due to the uncertainties of reference node locations, the equivalent measurement information H i t is reduced from ηA i t to
, which resembles a parallel circuit with two resistances of R 1,1 = ηA i t and R 1,2 = U i t , as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Similarly, due to the randomness of the target transition, the latest target tracking information J
BE is reduced by χ , forming the prediction information I x t P . This also resembles a parallel circuit with two resistances of R 2,1 = J x t−1 BE and R 2,2 = χ , as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
It should be noted that, when there is a different priori model assumed for the measurement precision w i t (instead of the Wishart model in Eqs. (9) and (10)), one can derive the same form of tracking EP principle and calibration EP principle as Eqs. (39) and (63), respectively. The only difference lies in the expression of measurement precision factor η (see Eq. (34)).
The above physical interpretation not only presents an intuitive way to capture all factors which dominate the EP philosophy of the SLAT problem, but also provides important insights into the SLAT performance limits.
One may also see that, the tracking information J x t BE will finally converge to a balance state when the localization information reduction due to the limited target transition
Information loss due to reference node location error
Information loss due to mobile target tracking error
Equivalent measurement information from sensor nodes
Equivalent measurement information from the mobile target precision χ equals to the overall equivalent measurement precision i∈ t H i t . In fact, the balance state of J x t BE changes over time due to the alternation of reference node members of mobile target, as will be elaborated in Section VII, where its convergence properties will also be discussed.
B. Generalized EP in Filtering Problem
Here, we extend the above EP principles and their physical interpretation to the general filtering problem.
1) Linear and Gaussian Filtering:
Recall a classical linear and Gaussian filtering system, where the observation function and the state transition function are, respectively, given by
where z t stands for the corresponding M-dimensional measurement vector, Q t is the measurement coefficient matrix, and P t is the transition coefficient matrix. In addition, t and ς t are the measurement noise and the transition noise, respectively, which are generally assumed to be Gaussian, i.e. t ∼ N ( t |0, W) and ς t ∼ N (ς t |0, χ ), where W and χ are the associated precision matrices. The final filtering error can be formulated as [77] 
By using the inversive matrix lemma, the filtering accuracy can be further derived in a more concise form as
where Q t W Q t = H t denotes the equivalent measurement information accounting for the linear measurement matrix Q t . Proof: Refer to APPENDIX E. (91)). In addition, due to the existence of linear coefficients, the measurement information intensity is expanded or constricted quadratically.
2) Nonlinear and Non-Gaussian Filtering:
Now we consider the nonlinear and non-Gaussian filtering as
where the measurement function h(x t ) and the transition function (x t −1 ) are both nonlinear. In addition, the measurement noise t and the state transition noise ς t are not assumed to have a Gaussian priori distribution. For the non-Gaussian measurement noise vector t , the Laplace approximation method can be applied [70] , [78] to approximate it as a Gaussian random vector, i.e.,
where W denotes the approximate precision matrix, i.e.,
Hence, the measurement information I
MLE is given by I
where y(x t ) x t = E x t { y(x t )} = y(x t ) p(x t ) dx t (in the context of Bayesian filtering, the prediction distribution serves equivalently as the priori at each filtering step, namely, p(x t ) should be specified as p(x t |z 1:t −1 )), and Q t is the following derivative matrix
On the other hand, the prediction-based FIM is given by
Considering the nonlinear and non-Gaussian properties in state transition, we employ a linearization method to cope with its nonlinear transition function (x t −1 ) and use a Laplace approximation [70] , [78] to approximate its non-Gaussian transition distribution p(ς t ) as follows
where χ is the approximate precision matrix,
According to the Bayesian statistics, the estimation errors asymptotically follow the Gaussian distribution as the size of measurement samples approaches infinity [26] . Hence, the previous posteriori p(x t −1 |z 1:t −1 ) can be asymptotically approximated by a Gaussian distribution with the precision matrix J
, where x t −1 is the previous posteriori estimation [78] , [79] and J x t−1 BE is its previous posteriori FIM. Consequently, its prediction distribution can be approximated by
where the prediction expectation is x p t = P t x t −1 and the prediction precision is
Furthermore, its prediction-based FIM can be derived as
which is similar to the prediction-based FIM in Eq. (71) for the linear and Gaussian filtering problem. Hence, the tracking precision associated with nonlinear & non-Gaussian filtering problem propagates as
Remark 8: As shown in Eq. (85), the EP of the nonlinear and non-Gaussian filtering can also be depicted by the EP framework illustrated in Fig. 5 . Moreover, this nonlinear & nonGaussian filtering problem does not account for the reference variable errors, and its EP principle complies with that of the mobile target tracking in the SLAT scheme.
The above EP analysis is based on the FIM formulation of filtering systems. Next, we reveal the propagation principle of practical filtering accuracy/error.
Due to its nonlinear and non-Gaussian nature, it is hard to find out the optimal solutions to the general nonlinear and non-Gaussian filtering problem [77] . A traditional method is to employ the linearization and Laplace approximation, such as extended Kalman filtering (EKF) algorithm [80] , [81] and Laplace approximation-based filtering [70] . Note that both [80] and [77] have presented the actual filtering accuracy of the EKF algorithm, which takes a similar form as Eqs. (68)- (71), where Q t and P t are replaced by the linearization coefficient matricesQ t andṖ t , respectively [77] , [80] , namelẏ
where x t −1 and x p t stand for its previous posteriori estimation and the prediction center, respectively.
Once again, by resorting to the inversive matrix lemma [75] , its final filtering accuracy can be rewritten in a more concise form similar to Eq. (72) as
where t stands for its posteriori filtering accuracy. Obviously, its actual accuracy can also be illustrated by Fig. 5 with Q t , P t replaced byQ t ,Ṗ t , respectively.
3) Mobile Target Tracking: Now we turn back to the mobile target tracking EP in SLAT again to unveil its relationship with the EP behaviours of classical filtering systems.
According to the system model presented in Section III, we know that the mobile target tracking problem is equivalent to the filtering with nonlinear and non-Gaussian measurements (see Eqs. (4) and (9)). 8 In particular, its measurement model incorporates a non-deterministic reference variable, i.e., there exists reference node location uncertainty (U i t ) −1 . As shown in Eq. (39), its tracking accuracy propagates in form of J
According to the CRLB derivation in Eq. (128), we know the measurement information ηA i t can be computed as ηA
, and W i t is assumed to be independent of x t and s i t . Hence, the target tracking accuracy propagates as
Remark 9: We can see that, the classical filtering EP principles in Eqs. (72), (85) and (88) take a similar form as the target tracking EP in Eq. (91), and the latter one is more general in the sense that it incorporates reference node location uncertainties {(U i t ) −1 |∀i ∈ t }, as shown in Fig. 6 . In fact, if those M t independent measurements {z i t |∀i ∈ t } of mobile target in the SLAT scheme are processed in a joint manner, its gradient will be naturally expanded to a matrix
], then the measurement information of the SLAT scheme can be reformulated by a joint-form Q tW t Q t x t ,s t , if we neglect the reference uncertainties,
In this way, the SLAT-associated measurement information can be rewritten in a similar form as those in classical filtering problems (see Eqs. (72), (85) and (88)).
Generally speaking, the joint-form measurement information Q tW t Q t x t ,s t can incorporate the correlation among different measurements; while if measurements are mutually independent, the joint-form information is equivalent to series connection (summation) of those independent individual information, i.e., Q tW t Q t x t ,s t = i∈ t
The above analysis provides us a general framework to evaluate the performance and error propagation principle of the general nonlinear & non-Gaussian filtering problem, particularly in the presence of non-deterministic reference variables, which coincides with that of the SLAT issue.
VII. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we examine the convergence conditions, convergence properties and robustness of mobile tracking and node location calibration EP principles of the SLAT scheme.
A. Convergence Conditions
The convergence conditions guarantee that the mobile target tracking and node calibration are effective with decreased errors, which is important for practical algorithm design. First, we focus on the EP convergence for mobile target tracking.
The random transition of mobile target location can render a lower prediction precision I x t P than its latest posteriori J
That is, there is information loss in the location prediction stage, due to the random transition of mobile target.
Definition 1: The information loss in the location prediction stage is defined as BE and the location transition precision χ . It means that, within the current time window, L t is determined by the own state of mobile target, while it is independent of the external measurement state. On the contrary, from Eq. (39) we know H t is completely dependent on the external measurement state associated with reference sensor nodes. More specifically, it is dependent on the number of reference nodes, the reference node location's prior precision U i t and the associated resolution factor A i t . Hence, in order to guarantee a converged tracking error, proper reference node selection [21] , sensor node deployment [47] or measurement strategy design based on Theorem 1 is preferred.
Next, we study the convergence condition for the reference sensor node location calibration. (34)), therefore, η > 0 is equivalent to ψ > 0, which means the reference node's measurement is effective.
Remark 11:
Only when the location error of at least one reference node (including the mobile target node) is finite and its measurement data is effective, the objective sensor node location calibration error converges. Hence, through sufficient calibration procedures in the SLAT scheme, the locations of those inaccurate sensor nodes will gradually become accurate.
B. Balance State
The balance state of tracking EP is examined next to gain insights into the inherent mechanism of SLAT scheme.
Theorem 3: The localization information loss L t in target location prediction stage increases with the growth of the latest tracking accuracy J
BE . In addiion, L t follows that lim
lim
Proof: See the proof in APPENDIX H.
Remark 12:
We can see from Theorem 3 that, the mobile target with higher tracking accuracy at the latest round will lose more localization information in the location prediction stage, due to its random transition. When the latest tracking accuracy is sufficient large, the localization information loss will become infinite.
At the beginning of SLAT, the localization information loss L t is very small due to limited priori information, the measurements can easily compensate for the information loss L t , resulting in a quick convergence behaviour of the target tracking EP, in the beginning of SLAT.
As the SLAT scheme proceeds, the posteriori information J
BE becomes larger and larger, so does the information loss L t , which implies a slower convergence rate of the tracking accuracy J x t BE in the following time instants. When L t becomes slightly larger than H t due to the continuous increase in J x t−1 BE , i.e., the measurements can not compensate for the information loss, the current tracking precision J x t BE will become slightly lower than its previous value J
BE . This decrease in the tracking information J
BE leads to reduced L t . Therefore, at the next time instant, the overall equivalent measurement information H t is able to compensate for the information loss L t again.
Consequently, the mobile tracking precision increases over time when the measurement information could compensate for the information loss in location prediction stage. As such, the interaction between dynamic H t and L t will finally achieve a balance state of tracking information, wherein a stationary tracking error performance holds, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . In other words, there will be a balance state B x BE of the target tracking EP, where
which falls into the framework of algebraic Reccati equation (ARE) [82] . The above ARE equation can be applied to any nonlinear & non-Gaussian filtering problem as well.
Theorem 4:
In a sufficient long-time scale, given measurement set {z i τ |∀i ∈ τ , ∀τ = 1 : t} from inaccurate reference nodes {μ i τ , U i τ |∀i ∈ τ , ∀τ = 1 : t}, the target tracking error will converge to a balance state, i.e., the solution to balance function in Eq. (96), which is expressed as Remark 13: From Eq. (97) we know that, the balance state B x BE of tracking error is completely determined by the location transition precision (the own state of mobile target) and the overall equivalent measurement information H t (the external state associated with reference nodes). Hence, performing an efficient reference node selection scheme or sensor node placement based on Theorem 4 is important in order to realize a lower tracking error balance state B x BE with a minimum number of eminent reference nodes.
On the other hand, given the equivalent measurement information intensity H t and target transition precision χ , there are upper and lower bounds for the final target tracking EP. 
where the lower and upper bounds are defined as
Proof: Please see the proof in APPENDIX J.
C. Convergence Characteristics
We focus on the convergence properties of tracking EP, e.g., the convergence rate, fluctuation degree of the balance state and its balance state J x BE . Equivalent measurement information H t and transition precision χ jointly determine how fast J x t BE converges over time. Definition 2: Let us define the information improvement as
which can also indicate the EP convergence rate.
We can see that, larger values of H t and χ result in larger ρ t , which corresponds to faster convergence of tracking EP. Based on Eq. (97) we may further conclude that larger H t leads to lower balance error B x BE . Due to the randomness in H t resulted from the changing reference nodes and target movement, the balance state J x BE of tracking accuracy fluctuates over time. Let H t denote the degree of fluctuation of balance accuracy J x BE , which is defined as the covariance matrix of the squared matrix J x BE , namely, H t = cov J x BE . The randomness of H t implies how intense the associated balance state J x BE fluctuates. Assume the precision matrix of random H t is V.
Theorem 6: Given the precision matrix V of equivalent measurement information H t , the fluctuation degree of balance state J x BE can be approximated by
where the matrix G t is approximated by
Proof: See the proof of Theorem 6 in APPENDIX K. In addition, we know larger measurement information H t leads to smaller tracking errors B x BE (see Eq. (97)), and renders an increase in G t (see Eq. (103)), which will in return result in smaller fluctuation degree H t . Therefore, the balanced state B x BE is more stable with larger H t . In summary, as analysed above, larger measurement information H t is highly desirable in terms of lower tracking error, faster convergence rate ρ t (see Eq. (101)) and more stable balance state, which complies with our common sense.
D. Robustness of Tracking EP
In this part, the robustness of SLAT scheme is demonstrated. Suppose there is a sudden tracking failure at a certain time instant, which leads to a large posterior error B x t−1 BE . This situation is similar to the initial stage of the SLAT scheme when there is very little information J x t−1 BE , which leads to very little information loss L t .
As unveiled in Eq. (95) (in the proof of Theorem 3 in APPENDIX H), due to limited prediction information loss L t , at the next time instant, the measurements can easily and immediately compensate for the information loss, and the SLAT scheme can achieve the EP balance state again.
VIII. ASYMPTOTIC CRLB ANALYSIS
In this section, the asymptotic performance limits of mobile tracking and node location calibration EP principles of the SLAT scheme are demonstrated, which can provide guidelines for the practical network design to strike a balance between the performance benefits and costs.
A. Impact of Random Measurement Precision
Based on Eqs. (39) and (63), we know that both the target tracking accuracy and the sensor location calibration accuracy depend on the expectation of measurement precision, in the presence of random measurements.
We know measurement precision factor η is also the associated expectation ψ . At this point, the CRLB on the target tracking of the SLAT scheme follows that
Remark 14. This indicates that, (i) when the observations are definitely accurate (or the measurement size is infinitely large), the equivalent measurement information H i t is upgraded to the reference node location precision U i t , i.e., there is no localization information loss due to environment distortions; (ii) if the observation completely fails, the final tracking information is just the prediction information.
On the other hand, the CRLB associated with sensor node location calibration follows that
We can reach the same conclusions for calibration as those for mobile tracking in Remark 14.
B. Impact of Sensor Node Location Errors
We examine the asymptotic limits of mobile tracking over reference node location errors at first. Then, the asymptotic limits of sensor node location calibration will be presented.
Considering the sensor node location uncertainties, the target tracking accuracy at current time instant can be calculated asymptotically as
where
and 
where J BE is non-decreasing with the precision U i t of its reference sensor location, ∀i ∈ t , based on Eq. (39) .
If all reference node locations are completely inaccurate during entire SLAT stage, the target tracking fails, i.e.,
Let us evaluate the sensor node location calibration performance over the reference node location errors.
If the location of each reference node of the objective node s i t is accurate, then the calibration accuracy asymptotically approaches J 
Obviously, if the objective node location is also accurate, the calibration precision is infinitely large, i.e.,
On the other hand, when the locations of those reference nodes of the objective node s i t are not so accurate, the calibration precision will be
lim 
where J 
C. Impact of Sensor Node Density
In the following, we quantify the relationship between the tracking/calibration accuracy and the sensor node density.
Theorem 9: When all sensor nodes are uniformly deployed inside the coverage area, and their precisions are independently and identically distributed, both tracking accuracy and calibration accuracy scale linearly with their reference cluster sizes, i.e.,
where the equivalent measurement information expectationH t andH x t are given, respectively, bȳ
In addition,Ū t means the averaged precision of inaccurate sensor node locations, which is given in Eq. (157), and t denotes the averaged geometric resolution, which is given in Eq. (156).
Proof: See the proof in APPENDIX L.
Remark 15:
We can see that, even if all node locations are inaccurate, the tracking and calibrating error can be arbitrarily small, if the reference cluster size is sufficiently large, with no special assumptions for all reference sensors.
D. Asymptotic Limits of Balance State B x BE
The balance state B x BE reflects the final target tracking performance, which is also dependent of sensor node location uncertainties. The following theorem shows the impact of the sensor node location uncertainties on the mobility tracking performance.
Theorem 10: Considering the sensor node location uncertainties, the asymptotic performance of the mobile tracking error is derived as
where H t = In addition, regarding the influence of random measurement precision, we have a conclusion below.
Theorem 11: Considering the measurement precision, the balance state of tracking error follows that,
Proof: Eqs. (124) and (125) 
IX. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present extensive simulation results to corroborate all the asymptotic performance limit and EP analysis. Four different scenarios A1-A4 and associated parameter settings are summarized in TABLE II. 
A. Simulation Settings
In order to study the effect of target mobility and random measurement precision on the achieved SLAT performance, the simulation Scenario A1 is considered. The simulation setup of Scenario A2 is used to examine the SLAT accuracy with different reference cluster sizes, while Scenario A3 is employed to evaluate the SLAT performance with different sensor location precisions. In addition, Scenario A4 is simulated to show the degree of fluctuation in the approximation of the balance state J x BE (i.e., Theorem 6). We assume γ = 3,
The parameter settings in TABLE II correspond to a typical localization-aware WSN with shadow fading, where the RSS measurement noise variance (i.e., the inverse of measurement precision expectation ψ) is around 18 dB [46] . Hence, we set = 1/150 and ψ = 8 in simulations such that the measurement precision expectation ψ = 8/150 is comparable to the inverse of noise variance.
All sensor nodes are assumed to be deployed uniformly in the network coverage area, and the mobile target is assumed to randomly move within this area. The reference sensor nodes of the mobile target are assumed to be uniformly distributed inside a circle area around the target, given by C t = x t :
x t − x t 2 ≤ r s , to remove the influence of the sensor node deployments on tracking performance, so is the setup for location calibration of sensor nodes. One exemplary case of mobile target mobility with transition precision χ = 0.1I is shown in Fig. 8 .
B. Asymptotic Error Propagation 1) Impact of Measurement Precision and Target Mobility:
The scale parameter and the associated DoF ψ jointly indicate the severity of shadow fading. In the meanwhile, the transition precision matrix χ is inversely related to the randomness of target mobility. In order to assess the impact of spatial-temporal-domain random measurement precision and the target mobility on the SLAT performance, i.e., the tracking EP convergence, balance state of tracking accuracy, Scenario A1 is simulated. The corresponding simulation settings of Scenario A1 are given in TABLE II. Firstly, the tracking EP convergence properties are shown in Fig. 9 , where ψ = 8 and U i t = I. We can see that, when the measurement precision expectation ψ is the same in different cases, the initial tracking errors with different χ are also the same (in fact, it is t , see Eq. (98) and Fig. 10 for more details), because when t = 1 the initial prediction information I x 1 P = 0 since there is no priori information of the initial target location (i.e., J x 0 BE = 0). In addition, the target tracking error B 
In the simulation, we set χ = 1/10I, U i t = I, and the measurement precision expectation is fixed at ψ = 8/150. As analysed previously, in the environment with spatialtemporal-domain random measurement precision, the tracking EP only depends on the associated expectation, which concurs with the results shown in Fig. 10 , where two EP convergence curves (with different and ψ but the same ψ ) almost coincide.
In addition, we can see from Fig. 10 BE equals to t . Moreover, t and t are also invariant with a fixed expectation of measurement precision, as shown in Fig. 10 .
Thirdly, we assess both tracking and calibration performance over different levels of shadow fading, and we set χ = 0.1I and U i t , U j t = 1/5I, ∀i ∈ t and ∀ j ∈ i t . As shown in Fig. 11(a) , both the tracking accuracy J x t BE and its balance accuracy J x BE increase with the increase in the measurement precision expectation ψ and upper bounded by the limit with η = ∞ (see Eq. (124)). We can also see a similar behaviour of the calibration accuracy J s i t BE , which is upper and lower bounded by the limits with η = ∞ and η = 0 (see Eqs. (106) and (107)), respectively, as shown in Fig. 11(b) .
Finally, we present the calibration accuracy in different environments with an invariant measurement precision expectation, given by TABLE III. The reference node location precision matrices U j t (∀ j ∈ i t ) of the objective node s i t are set to be 1/5I. It is disclosed that the calibration accuracy is also invariant for a fixed expectation of measurement precision.
2) Impact of Reference Cluster Size: To evaluate the impact of the number of reference nodes on both the tracking and calibration accuracies, we simulate Scenario A2 where the reference cluster size is assumed to range from M t = 3 to 15 (while keeping the sensing range r s = 20). The simulation settings are summarized in TABLE II and the results are shown in Fig. 12 . As shown in the figure, both the target tracking accuracy and the node location calibration accuracy scale linearly with the reference cluster size, as revealed by Theorem 9 (see Eqs. (119) and (120)).
3) Impact of Reference Node Uncertainties: Scenario A3 is simulated to analyse the tracking and calibration error in different environments with different sensor node location uncertainties.
As shown in Fig. 13 , the target tracking error B is also reduced with the increase in U i t , and asymptotically approaches B 
C. Fluctuation Degree
Recalling Theorem 6, the fluctuation degree H t can be approximated by Eq. (102). To examine the approximation accuracy with different degree of target mobility precision (χ ), Scenario A4 is considered in this simulation, the settings of which are given in TABLE II. Fig. 15 presents the fluctuation degree and its approximation with different transition precision χ . As shown in the figure, the fluctuation degree H t increases with the increase in transition precision χ . Meanwhile, the fluctuation degree approximation H t approaches H t and its normalized approximation error is presented in the subfigure of Fig. 15 .
The main results for different simulation scenarios are summarized in TABLE IV.
X. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the error propagation is investigated for both mobile target tracking and sensor node location calibration of the SLAT scheme in WSNs.
The spatial-temporal-domain random measurements owing to different levels of shadow fading, device orientation, strengths of thermal noises, surrounding backgrounds, target mobility and dynamic environments (such as the shopping mall crowded with moving people) have been taken into consideration in the EP analysis to reveal their impact on the SLAT performance.
The mobile target tracking EP and the reference node location calibration EP principles are presented to gain insights into the inherent philosophies of temporal-spatial-domain localization cooperation in the SLAT scheme for WSNs. The presented EP analysis framework can also provide an intuitive way to capture all dominate factors for both linear Gaussian filtering and nonlinear non-Gaussian filtering problem. In particular, a physical interpretation of the EP principles, analogy to the Ohm's Law in electronic circuit theory, is presented to provide an intuitive insight into the EP behaviours.
Furthermore, the EP convergence conditions are derived to guarantee both target tracking error and calibration error converge over time. In addition, the EP properties (e.g., balance state, convergence rate and fluctuation degree of balance state) are evaluated to shed lights on the inherent mechanism of the SLAT scheme. Moreover, the asymptotic performance limits over dependent factors, such as shadow fading, target mobility, reference sensor node density and sensor node location errors are also revealed. Finally, we draw conclusions as follows.
• The EP principles of mobile tracking (which is equivalent to the nonlinear and non-Gaussian filtering with reference variable uncertainties) is identical to that of the classical linear and Gaussian filtering problem. Their EP principles comply with the Ohm's Law in electronic circuits.
• If the overall equivalent measurement information H t from all reference sensor nodes can compensate the information loss L t (due to the random target mobility) in the location prediction stage, i.e., H t L t , the mobile target tracking error B x t BE converges over time.
• The mobile target with higher accuracy at the latest tracking instant will lose more localization information at the location prediction stage, due to its random transition.
• Once the overall equivalent measurement information H t equals to the information loss L t , the tracking error will converge to the balance state B • The mobile tracking accuracy scales linearly with the reference sensor node density. Hence, if the reference cluster size tends to infinity, the final tracking error approaches zero, even all reference sensor locations are inaccurate.
• Regarding the spatial-temporal-domain randomness of the measurement precision, the tracking and calibration accuracies are only dependent on the expectation of the measurement precisions.
The mobile target tracking and reference node location calibration EP principles revealed in this paper can be applied to the other range-and angle-based SLAT schemes, in addition to the RSS-based one. Their only difference lies in the expression of geometric resolution factor A i t with respect to different measurement systems, while the associated error propagation principle is identical. The spatial-temporal correlated measurements will affect the error propagation philosophies of the simultaneous localization and tracking in WSNs, and we leave this for the future investigation. In addition, all the theoretical analysis in this paper can be utilized to provide guidelines for the optimization of SLAT scheme in terms of reference node selection, network deployment, system optimization, algorithm enhancement, and we leave these optimization issues to our future work. 
APPENDIX
where we assume the prior distribution independence, namely p(x t ) ⊥ ⊥ p α m t , ∀α m t = x t . In addition, η and A i t are defined in Eqs. (34) and (35) , respectively. 9 Here we use J = E ∇ α n 
Note that, in the SLAT scheme, both A i t and U i t are symmetric matrices. Hence, the subtracted information in Eq. ( 
Consequently, the final FIM associated with tracking accuracy can be expressed as Eq. (39) .
APPENDIX E DERIVATION OF EQ. (72)
Accounting for Eqs. (68) to (70) , the linear and Gaussian filtering's final tracking error can be rewritten as
where the matrix S t is formed as S t = I 
Resorting to the inverse matrix lemma again, the term in S t can be derived as I 
to the objective sensor node s i t , where i ∈ t . In the meanwhile, we know the geometric resolution matrices A i t 0 and A i, j t 0, ∀ j ∈ i t , always hold (see Eqs. (35) and (61)). Hence, only the conditions of either We know that when the latest tracking accuracy J 
